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INT. SHIP-DARKNESS...

(Monochrome)

Strong beautiful human hands climb a strange ladder against 
black.  JENNY (21), looks up with steady concentration.  
Rhythmic breathing as she ascends.  She wears contrasty, 
extreme makeup that is smudged.

A star flashes by.  (The wall behind her is a window.)

Jenny wears a flashy but strangely fitting skinsuit.  Her 
hair is teased up into a gravity defying ‘doo.

At the top of the ladder is a little platform.  With expert 
form and great strength, Jenny pulls herself up onto the 
platform.  Face taut in concentration, muscles quivering, she 
lifts herself into a handstand.  Holds it.  Lowers her legs 
into the inverted splits.

More stars flash by behind her.

The SOUND of voiceless laughter and hard clicking.  Jenny 
smiles, triumphant.  Proud.

Looking on are two GIGANTIC HUMANOID CREATURES.  MASTER (age 
indeterminable) opens and closes her mouth rapidly, making a 
clicking laughter.  Behind her, MASTERMATE (also ageless) 
smiles and rests his arm around Master.

A bright flash of light.  Mastermate, walks to the far end of 
the vast ship.  Another flash.

A BOOM that shakes Jenny on her perch.  Another and Jenny 
loses her grip, falling over, and down.

Jenny FALLS.   All the way down, about 30 feet, but her face 
remains serene, enjoying this...

Jenny lands in a bed of foamy rock-like chunks.  She guffaws 
a voiceless breathy laugh as she bounces.

The light flashes rapidly, like arc wielding.  The BOOMS have 
settled into a low and steady vibration.

Jenny rolls and squirms in the material at the base of the 
tower.

Master, now alone, reaches down towards Jenny.  Jenny quivers 
in anticipation.  Like King Kong, Master’s hand lightly 
strokes Jenny where she lies.

Pulses of SOOTHING VIBRATION overwhelm Jenny.  She arches her 
back, into the touch.  A drooly nirvana.



Suddenly Master’s hand is gone and it stops.  Jenny lays 
there, satiated, watching as the flashing light around her 
slows and fades into a steady neutral tone.

Jenny is handed something like a hairy bowl filled with 
canteloupe guts.

Jenny pats her foot absently and scoops the slop into her 
mouth as she watches monochrome clouds rocket by.  Mmmm... 
Good food.

The clouds slow, and then TREES.  Tall redwoods.  And spruce.

Jenny rocks with contentment, dripping the goop all over her 
as she shovels into her mouth.

The moving vista slows into a open meadow.  In the distance, 
forested hills.

Deep inside the ship, Mastermate’s hands touch a control 
console.  A series of loud thumps.

EXT. SHIP-TERRARIUM - SAME

Jenny is shaken by the landing.  Near her, on the wall-window 
is an oval mirror.

Jenny notices movement far out in the meadow.  A human figure 
walking through the grass?  Jenny stops eating, sits up and 
looks out the wall-window.  

It’s a woman.  GRASSWOMAN (24). She is clothed in rags.  
Trash?  She is filthy and moves like a fearful animal.  

Grasswoman quick-looks behind her towards the forested hill 
and at the ship as she searches through refuse in the meadow.

Grasswoman picks up trash, sniffs it, bites it, drops it.

Stunned, Jenny leans in.  Jenny looks into the mirror, at 
herself.  A woman.  Jenny looks back out at Grasswoman.

Grasswoman notices Jenny watching her.  They lock eyes.  
Human recognizing human.  Every synapse in Jenny lights and 
up her whole body becomes a smile.

Jenny, self-conscious, looks down and away.

Jenny’s eyes are pulled back to the window.  Without taking 
her eyes of Jenny, Grasswoman sniffs the air, runs forward a 
few steps then stops.

Jenny reaches out and touches the glass.
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Master’s form appears behind Jenny in the reflection.  

Grasswoman drops into the cover of the grass.

Master pulls at the food bowl.  From habit, Jenny pulls back.  
But Master takes the bowl.

Jenny is bodily picked up, leaving a window smear, and 
cradled in the crook of Master’s arm.

Jenny is a mess, covered in her meal, her hair and makeup 
mussed.

Master raises a long laser light tool.

Jenny stiffens as the tool pokes into her mouth, flashing 
bright.

Jenny writhes in discomfort, but holds her mouth open wide.  
Bright light fills her mouth.

Jenny rolls her eyes, looking hard towards the window, but 
remains still.

INT. JENNY’S TERRARIUM-SHIP - MOMENTS LATER

Jenny is set down into the rubbery stones.  She sits seiza-
style, like a geisha at rest.  

Jenny’s eyes are closed and her back to the window.  Her hair 
and makeup precise, clothing ornate, nails painted.  She 
flutters her eyelids and opens her mouth to sigh.  Her teeth 
are painted dark.

Master is pleased.  Mastermate stands there holding a bundle 
of long clear rods.  Mastermate clicks and touches Master, 
they turn and leave.  Master looks back at Jenny over her 
shoulder.

Jenny sits perfectly still.  In a trance.  The ship is quiet 
and empty.

Jenny breaks her trance and turns to look out he window, but 
sees nothing.

Jenny presses her face up against the glass at acute angles 
looking left and right.  Nothing.

Jenny looks around her terrarium.  A water feature gurgles, 
the tall ladder tower, a ball, and a sandy corner.
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Jenny looks out into the ship interior.  Far off at the other 
end bright blue white light pours in through the still open 
gangway.

Jenny looks down over the edge of her terrarium.

A smile lights on Jenny’s lips.

EXT. SHIP-FLOOR - MOMENTS LATER

Jenny drops onto the hard floor with a THUD.  Ouch.  That 
kind of hurt.  Jenny shakes it off.  Gigantic pieces of trash 
and dust bunnies litter the floor.

Jenny walks towards the blue white light.

EXT. SEASIDE - SHIP - DAY 

(Bright light gives way to full color)

Jenny squints.  Sounds rush in.  Bugs, the wind.  Faintly, 
the ocean.

A breeze picks up blowing her hair and waving the grass.  
Blinking her eyes, she sways a bit at the size of outside.

She feels the sun on her skin.  Looks up into the sun.

Jenny takes a few steps away from the ship.  Something is 
painful with each step.  The grass.  It’s dry and pokey.

Jenny stands on one leg and examines her other foot.

Jenny looks out to the sea.  Two shapes move and blast mist 
into the air.

A grasshopper bounds near Jenny, causing her to jump with 
surprise.  She watches then steps closer.  She tries to touch 
the grasshopper but it bounds off, away from the ship.  Jenny 
flinches.

EXT. SEA - SAME

Far out, Master rises out of the surf, splashing and 
spraying.  Mastermate swims nearby, masticating a mouthful of 
sea grass.  Master looks towards the ship and shore but just 
misses Jenny crossing the open ground.
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EXT. SEASIDE - BLUFF

Jenny is focused entirely on the bug and follows with her 
hands out in front.

The grasshopper leaps into a clump of grass near a protected 
cove.  

SOUND OF WAVES CRASHING

Jenny pounces.  But comes up empty handed.  The bug is gone.  
Jenny looks down to the shore.  Waves crash and birds walk on 
the sand.  Wow.

Jenny moves down to the water.

EXT.  SEASIDE-COVE

Tiny birds race along the tide line feeding on little clams.  
Jenny runs down the sand, close to the birds.  The birds run 
away.  Jenny speeds up, and the birds fly off.

A wave crashes into her legs almost knocking her down.   
Jenny sucks air in.  Her body quakes with coldness as she 
staggers out of the water.  She licks sea water off her lips.  
Her face shrivels at the saltiness.  

Jenny rubs her cold legs, shivering. Touches the water to her 
mouth, tasting it again.

Something catches her eye and Jenny looks up to the bluff.  
Standing over her is a human shape.  Grasswoman.

Still shivering, Jenny smiles from ear to ear.  Her breath 
quickens and her body opens.

Grasswoman checks back over her shoulder, to her left and 
right.  Looks right through Jenny.

Jenny moves forward with a wiggly happy dog walk towards 
Grasswoman.

Grasswoman, breathing, mouth open, examines Jenny’s 
movements, then looks out to the horizon. Grasswoman turns 
and recedes out of view.

Jenny glances back to the sea, nothing.

Jenny hurries back up over the sharp rocks.
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EXT. SEASIDE-BLUFF

At the top the field is empty. Jenny wilts.

Jenny paces, searching.  Then Jenny rolls forward into a 
cartwheel and then a forward roll.  Jenny is completely 
relaxed and open.  

Jenny does a handstand.

Grasswoman rises up out of the grass 100 yards away. 

Jenny spots her and smiles.  An upside down moment of 
connection.  Jenny drops and flips over. 

Jenny is overcome and bounds forward with playful glee.

The cautious Grasswoman walks perpendicular to Jenny’s 
course, looking back to see if Jenny is following.

Jenny’s curiosity is piqued by this.

As Jenny gets within 25 yards, fear mounts and she stops.   
Grasswoman runs off.  Grasswoman quick-looks to the ship, to 
the hillside.

Jenny laughs without voice and sets off again after her.

Grasswoman curves her course back around towards the hill and 
speeds up.  Jenny follows.

Grasswoman slows, letting Jenny catch back up.  Jenny is 
bubbling as she comes within touching distance of Grasswoman.  

Suddenly, Grasswoman turns arcs around, pushes Jenny hard and 
runs past her.

Jenny stumbles and falls into the grass and dirt.  On the 
ground, Jenny collects herself, tastes dirt in her mouth.  
She stands, dusting her now blemished outfit. 

Annoyed and bruised, Jenny shakes it off and finds Grasswoman 
very close now and approaching slowly.  A long moment.  
Grasswoman is filthy, ratty hair.  Lean and sinewy.

Fear overtakes Jenny and she walks backwards.  Grasswoman 
walks faster.  Jenny turns, walking away towards the coast 
and the ship.  

Grasswoman speeds up. Jenny breaks into a run.  Jenny glances 
back, seeing Grasswoman hot on her heels. 

Grasswoman closes in and tries to push Jenny, but Jenny 
dodges it turning and pushing back.  
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Grasswoman goes off balance for a moment, then turns and runs 
away.  Jenny grins and races after her.

Grasswoman slows and Jenny pushes her.  Grasswoman speeds up 
and runs off again.  Jenny gleefully sprints after.

Again, Grasswoman slows, Jenny catches up.  Grasswoman 
sprints off again and Jenny follows. Grinning from ear to 
ear.

Jenny runs with joy through the tall grass, wind and sunshine 
in her hair.  Wild and free.  Chasing her own kind.

All the while, Grasswoman looks back towards the shore, to 
the hillside, to Jenny.  Checking, checking...

Jenny loves this.  Grasswoman slows and lets Jenny get close, 
then turns and pushes her and sprints off.

As they near the treeline at the base of the hill, Grasswoman 
slows and turns towards Jenny ZOOMS in with yet unseen speed  
for a calculated collision.  Expecting a push, not a tackle, 
surprised Jenny goes down in a tumble.

Jenny comes up and Grasswoman is on top of her.  Grasswoman 
stands on and pushes Jenny down but lets Jenny resist and 
push back.  Push and Pull embrace for a moment.  Their skin 
touching.

Jenny pushes Grasswoman off her enough to stand.

They look at each other face to face.  Jenny smiles, her eyes 
twinkling.

Slobbery mouthed Grasswoman seems disturbed by Jenny’s smile.

Jenny touches Feral’s strange trash clothes.  Her dirt caked 
hair.  She stinks.

Grasswoman grabs Jenny’s neck with her grubby hand.  Despite 
the offensive smell and demeanor, Jenny allows it.

Grasswoman puts both hands around Jenny’s neck and pulls her 
down.  Jenny resists and pushes Grasswoman off, a bit hard.

Grasswoman backs off.  Looking towards the shore a last time, 
then turns and disappears into the shadows of the forested 
hill.

Jenny follows without looking back.
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EXT. HILL-STREAM

Among the trees, Jenny notices cooler air.  Different smells 
and sounds.

Not far ahead, Grasswoman squats, drinking from a small 
stream.  Jenny comes over and takes in the babbling brook.  
Grasswoman watches her.

Jenny drinks also.  She steps into the cold water with her 
sore feet.  Grasswoman slinks off, up the hill on a beaten 
path.

Jenny gets up and moves about.  It is dark and sheltered from 
the coastline.  Jenny can no longer see the shore or the 
ship.  A bit curious and troubled, Jenny moves back down the 
way they came.

Suddenly Grasswoman in front of Jenny, blocking her way.  
Jenny moves around and past Grasswoman.

Grasswoman hustles down and just before Jenny comes into the 
clearing, gets in front of Jenny pushes her back towards the 
hill. 

Jenny hits the rocky ground.  Ooof!  That hurt.  Jenny stands 
up but Grasswoman pushes her hard again.  Up the hill.

Jenny staggers but doesn’t fall.  Tries to push Grasswoman 
back, but Grasswoman is quick and resists.

Grasswoman keep shoving her.  Pushing her grimy hands on 
Jenny’s face.

Jenny grabs Feral’s arms and shoves her back on to her ass.  
Jenny is strong and angry.  Grasswoman shrinks a bit.  
Kowtows to Jenny.

In super slow motion, Grasswoman rises, like a beaten dog. 

Grasswoman strains every muscle in her face into an 
approximation of a grin.  There’s no emotion in it and it 
looks like a toothy mask.

At first, Jenny is taken aback by this jack-o'-lantern face 
but then feels pity.  She touches Feral’s face and smiles 
back.

Grasswoman takes Jenny’s hand and pulls her uphill.  Jenny 
follows after, smiling.

Grasswoman races on, dragging Jenny behind her.
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EXT. HILL-REDWOOD CLEARING - AFTERNOON

Grasswoman shoves Jenny hard into an opening in the forest.  
Jenny stumbles onto all fours.

Around her are 5 bedraggled FERAL WOMEN with hungry eyes.  A 
particularly nasty and large woman gnaws a yellow bone.  All 
different ages.

As Jenny slowly rises to stand erect she searches from face 
to face, for more friends.  Slim pickings.

Jenny does a forward cartwheel, into a handstand.

The feral women slink back, unsure of this display.  
Grasswoman edges back, turning her eyes away.  The bone 
gnawing leader coldly evaluates. 

THUD!  A feral woman tackles Jenny from the flank.

The feral women launch in to get a piece of Jenny.  Fabric 
rips.  Teeth bite into flesh.  Powerful hands grip and pull, 
physically lifting her off the ground.  A large rock smashes 
the side of Jenny’s face.

The knot of predators close down and around Jenny and we 
loose sight of her.

EXT. SEASIDE - SAME

The sun melts into the sea.  At the ship, exterior lights are 
on.

EXT. BEACH - SAME

Master and Mastermate emerge from the sea.  Slow and 
gigantic.  Mastermate looks up and then down the beach.  He 
carries only a few clear rods from his bundle.  Master wears 
a large octopus on her head.  They click and cluck, enjoying 
themselves.

EXT. HILL/MEADOW - SAME

The wind blows across the empty field.  There’s movement 
below the hill.

JENNY RACES down and across the Meadow.  Her clothes in 
tatters.  Bloody, the side of her face swollen, and 
incredible pain with every step.  Tears run down her cheeks.  
Sheer terror in her eyes.
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Hot on her heels are all the feral women.  In a hot mania of 
fury and pleasure.

Jenny gives it everything she has but the feral women are 
closing the distance.  

The feral women savor the chase as it nears it’s final 
moment.

JENNY’S POV - SEASIDE - SAME

Master and Mastermate come up over the bluff to the ship.

EXT. MEADOW - SAME

Grasswoman and the other feral women spot the Masters and 
throw it into reverse.  As if there is an invisible wall.  
They are moving so fast it’s hard to stop.  Two feral women 
collide into a heap.

Hope comes into Jenny’s eyes at the site of Master.

FREEZE FRAME.

FADE TO BLACK.
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